Reimo - Camping products
with passion
Günter Holona
Founder & President

In the year 1980, company founder Günter Holona was looking for a
suitable motorhome. Since he could not find the right thing on the
market, he bought a Volkswagen Type 2 and built it to his needs.
Words Jörg Nullmeyer
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t that time Günter Holona did not
suspect that this was the beginning
of a great success story. The camper
van aroused much interest, and so he had
the idea to offer furniture and components
for self-builders. The company, ‘Reimo’, was
born. The name is derived from the German
word for motorhome (“Reisemobil”). With
great success in furniture and components,
Reimo expanded its business in this market
and offered accessories. This also proved a
success, and the range now includes more
than 20,000 items. In addition to its Megashop in Egelsbach near Frankfurt, Germany,
Reimo products are distributed via specialist
dealers and the internet.
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Reimo Van Concept
As the demand for the conversion of panel
vans grew steadily, Reimo decided to make
a suitable concept of its own. This is how
the “Van Concept” division came into being to combine the core competencies there.
Today, after more than 38 years and over
16,000 items delivered, Reimo not only offers high-quality complete vehicles, but also
supplies manufacturers with parts and components. Added to this is the production of
pre-assembled kits, as well as the partial conversion of vehicles (such as roofs, benches,
furniture, glazing) for customers. Reimo benefits from its own research and development
and designs its own components. This quality

can be enjoyed in their own vehicles, as well
as self-builders. The price range goes from
extremely low-priced entry-level to high-end
models.
Wholesale camping accessories
Reimo now offers its own, exclusive product series. They are the result of years of research and in-house development, coupled
with years of camping experience by its employees. One example is the adjustable rear
window for the Volkswagen T5/T6 which
Reimo developed and made ready for serial
production. Thus, manufacturers and end
customers benefit from well-thought-out
alternatives.
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Roof systems
Reimo offers a unique variety of high or elevating roofs for different base vehicles and
requirements. In addition to improving aerodynamics to lower fuel consumption, the
elevating roofs are designed for the lowest
possible vehicle height to make them suitable for everyday driving, such as fitting in
underground garages and car washes - an
important decision criteria for customers.
The optional Open Sky elevating roof variant
allows the tent bellows to be removed on
three sides. This makes the sleeping area a
comfortable area to relax during the day with
a clear view and a roof for sun protection. If
you want to be even more comfortable, you
can order the ‘sleeping roof’ which has fully
electric opening and closing function.
Sleeping benches
The more compact the vehicle, the more the
furniture and fixtures must be usable. Here,
Reimo sets new standards with its
own seating furniture. Experienced motorhome
owners highly regard
Reimo bench seats as
extremely comfortable
and easy-to-use systems
with the best long-term
seating and sleeping comfort. Of course, the systems
meet all European requirements
for crash safety. To ensure compliance with the standards, Reimo
benches are tested by TÜV Rheinland.
The model range is always adapted for
the latest models; this includes the latest
Volkswagen Crafter and MAN TGE.
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Carbest windows offer all the features expected of a good RV or caravan window. The
double acrylic windows have a blackout blind
and a mosquito net. The manual positioner
allows the blind to be locked in any desired
position. The UV-resistant windows are supplied complete with an inner frame and take
an interesting alternative with an excellent
price-performance ratio.
Cool
From the simple cool box to the fridge with
freezer, Reimo offers a wide product range.
It has the right solution for every application
and vehicle size. Reimo compressor refrigerators and coolers offer first-class cooling
performance, even at high ambient temperatures, and a very good balance between
price-performance.

Multimedia & electrics
Reimo has been offering its own multimedia
and electric solutions for motorhomes and
caravans for several years. It has a particularly diverse product portfolio ranging from
external power sockets, chargers and batteries to solar systems. The televisions and
satellite systems of Reimo’s Carbest have
recorded a strong increase in sales in recent
years. Whether dome antenna, flat antenna
or classic design - all satellite systems have
one thing in common: reliable technology,
and significantly less expensive than other
branded systems.
The variety of its product range, and decades
of experience in van conversions, make Reimo a premium partner for many manufacturers - and not only in Germany. Its central
warehouse sends shipments all over the
world.

Windows
Reimo also offers its own window series.
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